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1	At 3,792 feet, its highest point is Mount Liamuiga [lee-AH-mwee-guh]. Brimstone Hill fortress, a UNESCO 
World Heritage site, is located on its southwestern coast. The French built a church in 1670 in the present-day capital, which the English rechristened in 1869 as [*] St. George Anglican Church. Basseterre is the 
capital of—for 10 points—what island, once called St. Christopher, thatlies across the Narrows from Nevis?
ANSWER:	St. Kitts [accept St. Christopher on early buzz]

2	Quiet, awkward Clara hooks up with the equally taciturn Latvian pastor Tibertius. The attractive blond 
Gerda marries into the title family, but her husband Thomas never quite fathoms her love of music, 
especially Wagner. Thomas also engages in rather risky [*] business, losing money on several wartime 
ventures, and makes a series of less than successful housing moves before dying of an apparent toothache. 
For 10 points—the decline of the title merchant house is the focus of what novel by Thomas Mann?
ANSWER:	Buddenbrooks 

3	This organ contains several oval follicles lined by a single-cell cuboid epithelial layer; each follicle contains 
a substance called “colloid.” This organ’s two H-shaped lobes are connected by a narrow isthmus that 
passes in front of the [*] trachea. For 10 points—name this gland which may be enlarged when overactive, 
such as in Graves’ disease, and which secretes a hormone that contains iodine.
ANSWER:	thyroid gland
 
4	Two Watt balances—one in the US, the other in England—officially define this quantity, whose value has 
been questioned by experiments in which X-rays bombarded a one-kilogram silicon cylinder. Rutherford 
and [*] Geiger estimated it by counting the number of alpha particles emitted by radioactive elements. An 
Italian physicist is the namesake of—for 10 points—what constant, directly related to the volume of a gas at 
standard temperature and pressure?
ANSWER:	Avogadro’s number (or constant) [prompt on “NA”]
 
5	With his wife Eileen McGann, he founded Legalvote.com, an online focus group service for juries. The 
founder of vote.com, he successfully managed the political [*] campaigns of Fernando de la Rua in 
Argentina, Jorge Battle in Uruguay, and Vicente Fox in Mexico. For 10 points—name this political 
candidate who’s helped manage winning campaigns for thirty senators and governors, who is credited with 
the successful 1996 re-election campaign of Bill Clinton.
ANSWER:	Dick Morris
 


6	This group’s founder, a schoolteacher, was assassinated in 1949 as a response to its growing social 
influence, and the power of its military wing, known as the Secret Apparatus. However, [*] Hassan al-Bannah’s radical message found fertile soil across the Middle East: a 1982 crackdown by Hafiz Assad on this 
group lead to thousands of deaths in Syria. For 10 points—name this fundamentalist religious group, 
advocating a return to strict interpretation of the Qur’an and Islamic law, founded in Egypt.
ANSWER:	Muslim Brotherhood or al-Ikhwan al-Muslimun

7	Visions of Amen, The Birth of the Lord, and Twenty Views of the Infant Jesus are among his works 
reflecting the influence of Roman Catholic theology. His massive Turangalila [too-RON-guh-LEE-luh] 
symphony, influenced by Eastern beliefs, has solos for piano and [*] ondes martelot [awnd mahr-tuh-LOH]. 
While at the Paris conservatory, he studied birdsong, as reflected in his Catalog of Birds. For 10 
points—name this French composer who, while a prisoner of war, wrote Quartet for the End of Time.
ANSWER:	Olivier(-EugPne-Prosper-Charles) Messiaen [MEH-sye-ANN]

8	Book three, written in astoundingly flat prose, follows the Grinder Walter Matem and his scarecrow-making buddy Eduard Amsel. Book two casually glosses over some bizarre sexual acts involving oral sex 
and [*] pigeon droppings, while following the life of a great swimmer with a big Adam’s apple, Mahlke. 
Book one follows possible murderer, gang leader, and midget Oskar Matzerath. Dog Years, Cat and Mouse, 
and The Tin Drum comprise—for 10 points—what trilogy by Günter Grass, named for a city in Poland?
ANSWER:	The Danzig Trilogy

9	First developed in the 60s to aid in anesthesia, Italian researchers suggest this so-called dietary 
supplement, sold under the trade name Xyrem, helps relieve cravings in heroin addicts. While scientists 
study its life-saving benefits in narcolepsy, bodybuilders used it as a growth hormone stimulator until it 
was [*] banned in 1991. For 10 points—name this neurotransmitter with over 80 street names, including a 
three-letter acronym, which, like Rohypnol, has recently become a notorious party drug.
ANSWER:	GHB or gamma-hydroxybutyrate or gamma-hydroxybutyric acid

10	His father was a photographer for the Montreal Canadiens, which helped him get up close and personal 
with Patrick Roy [(r)wah]. When both Chris Terreri and Craig Billington were injured, he made his [*] NHL 
début. His accomplishments include the 1994 Calder Trophy, the 2003 Vezina [VEZ-nuh] Trophy, one of two 
playoff goals scored by a goalie, and three Stanley Cups. For 10 points—name this netminder who had seven 
shutouts in the 2003 playoffs for the New Jersey Devils.
ANSWER:	Martin Brodeur [broh-DURE]
 
11	 Its chapter epigrams quote poems by Hardy, A.H. Clough, and Tennyson. The book also quotes Darwin 
frequently, since its protagonist Charles is an amateur paleontologist. Depending on which [*] ending you 
prefer, he either commits himself to life in a business he hates, or rejects his betrothed Ernestina for the 
mysterious Sarah, who opens the novel clad in black, overlooking Lyme Bay. Sarah, the alleged lover of a 
wrecked sea-captain, is the title character of—for 10 points—what novel by John Fowles?
ANSWER:	The French Lieutenant’s Woman



12	They live across the street from the Paradise Dance Hall, and must enter and exit their apartment via the 
fire escape. The mother learns that her daughter has quit a business college. Having been abandeoned by 
her husband sixteen years earlier, [*] Amanda is abandoned by her son after Jim O’Conner visits. Amanda, 
Tom, and Laura are members of—for 10 points—what troubled family in Tennessee Williams’ The Glass 
Menagerie?
ANSWER:	Wingfield(s) 

13	 After the defeat of the Taira in the Gempei War, it began with the appointment of Minamoto Yorimoto as 
shogun, and, after his death, with complete control over Japan with the defeat of imperial forces at the [*] 
Jokyu disturbance. Introducing Zen Buddhism, Chinese culture was influential with the growing samurai-led 
social classes; in 1232 a Confucian-based legal code was introduced. For 10 points—name this period of 
Japanese history which survived two Mongol invasions, named for the city in which the first military-based 
government ruled.
ANSWER:	Kamakura period

14	Book three contains the concept of the platonic idea, an object of art that lacks a form that depends on the 
principle of sufficient reason, which governs the phenomenal world. [*] Suffering occurs when one denies 
onself, and every act is a consequence of deprivation, yet the destruction of the self is the ultimate goal. Kant 
and the Upanishads inspired—for 10 points—what seminal, depressing magnum opus of Arthur 
Schopenhauer?
ANSWER:	The World as Will and Idea or Die Welt als Wille und Vorstellung

15	Established by the 878 Peace of Wedmore, it imposed heavy fines for breaching the peace; criminals were 
initially prosecuted in front of an aristocratic jury. [*] Located between the Tees and Thames Rivers, it was 
highlighted by the “Five Boroughs” of Derby, Leicester [“Lester”], Lincoln, Nottingham, and Stamford. For 10 
points—name this area of eastern England administered by the Vikings.
ANSWER:	Danelaw

16	 Advertising firm Foote, Cone, and Belding proposed several names, including Mongoose Sevique, Utopian 
Turtletop, and Tum Cotenga, but these were [*] rejected. The smaller series Ranger and Pacer had a 361-cubic-inch motor, while the larger Corsairs and Citations could produce 475 pounds of torque—more than a 
Dodge Ram truck. For 10 points—name this late ‘50s make of car named in honor of a former chairman at 
Ford.
ANSWER:	Edsel

17	Fleeing the Bolsheviks in 1925, he earned his PhD from the University of Berlin in 1928. Before moving to 
Harvard, he worked for a year as an advisor to a Chinese government rail project. With Daniel [*] Trefler 
he hypothesized that wages and the cost of capital vary among countries because of the different quality 
available for the cost. Using matrix algebra he created his eponymous input-output analytic method, useful 
for macroeconomic planning. For 10 points—name this 1973 Nobel winner.
ANSWER:	Wassily W. Leontief [lee-ON-tee-ev]



18	Based on a grand total of four data points, it approaches a limiting value, as n increases to infinity, of 
about 365 nanometers. Bohr used his [*] atomic model to explain its existence, while its modern—and more 
general—form was created by Rydberg. For 10 points—name this series of lines in the visible spectrum of 
the hydrogen atom, a specific case of the Rydberg formula named for a Swiss mathematician.
ANSWER:	Balmer(-Rydberg) series or formula [prompt on “Rydberg” on early buzz]

19	Alexander Leslie, his right-hand man, eventually left his side to lead the Scottish Covenanting army into 
war against England. His reign began with an act of peace, the signing of the Treaty of Altmark with [*] 
Poland, but he quickly signed another treaty, the Treaty of Barwalde, with France in 1631 to fund his warlike 
ways with livres [LEE-vruhz]. For 10 points—name this frequent opponent of Albrecht von Wallenstein and 
the Count of Tilly, better known as a king of Sweden.
ANSWER:	Gustav(us) II Adolph(us) [accept Gustav(us) II]

20	The New York World gave four reasons for supporting his campaign, all of which were, “he is an honest 
man.” A former assistant DA of Erie County and mayor of [*] Buffalo, he was elected governor of New 
York in 1882. As President, he withdrew the US treaty annexing Hawaii, repealed the Sherman Silver 
Purchase Act, and sent in troops to bust the Pullman strike. For 10 points—name this president who 
married Frances Folsom in 1886 at the White House.
ANSWER:	(Stephen) Grover Cleveland

21	In 1977 Widener University, despite twelve penalties for 113 yards, beat Wabash College 39-36. The 
attendance record is 9,000, set in 1982, the last of ten consecutive years it was held in Phenix City, 
Alabama; for the last eleven years it has been held in [*] Salem, Virginia. For 10 points—name this 
championship game, now 30 years old, for the top two football teams in NCAA’s division III.
ANSWER:	Amos Alonzo Stagg Bowl [accept NCAA Division III football championship before 
“championship”]

22	Founded in 1837 in Cincinnati by a soapmaker and a candlemaker, it has since expanded into many [*] 
consumer products markets, including a division that produces soap operas. Most recently, this company 
purchased the $5 billion Clairol haircare business from Bristol Myers-Squibb. It’s also infamous for its logo, 
with its alleged Satanic overtones. For 10 points—name this corporate giant whose best-known products 
include Tide, Crest, and Pampers.
ANSWER:	Procter & Gamble Corp.

23	Reports of a black man sexually assaulting a white woman, and the incarceration of Joe James for killing 
white engineer Clergy Ballard incited a mob to destroy a small black business district and a poor black 
neighborhood, the [*] Badlands. Two blacks and four whites died, but all-white juries exonerated all but one 
rioter, who was sentenced to 30 days in jail. For 10 points—name this August 1908 race riot which led to 
the formation of the NAACP, named for the city in which the riot, and Abraham Lincoln, was born.
ANSWER:	Springfield Race Riot 
 

BONI

1	Answer these questions about creation myths, 10 points each.
[10]	He emerged from the void known as Ginnungagap.  Which giant of Norse myth was killed by three 
gods—Odin, Vili, and Ve—who turned his body into the earth?
ANSWER:	Ymir
[10]	Marduk led the new gods in defeating the monstrous elder gods, led by Tiamat, in which Mesopotamian 
creation myth?
	ANSWER: 	the Enuma Elish [uh-NOO-muh uh-LEESH]
[10]	According to some stories, Adam’s first wife was not Eve, but what woman created by God from 
contaminated dust?
	ANSWER:	Lilith

2	Answer these related physics questions, 10 points each.
[10]	What quantity, the angular analogue of force, equals the cross product of the position and force vectors?
	ANSWER:	torque
[10]	Symbolized by a capital I, what tensor quantity is the angular analogue of mass, and equals the integral of the 
position vector squared with respect to mass?
	ANSWER:	moment of inertia
[10]	For a solid uniform sphere, the moment of inertia equals what fraction of the sphere’s mass times its radius 
squared?
	ANSWER:	2/5 [accept equivalents]
 
3	Name these battles, 10 points each.
[10]	The decisive battle of the Second Boer War, Lord Roberts began his 12-day attack on the capital of the 
Orange Free State on March 31, 1900.
	ANSWER:	Bloemfontein [BLOHM-fon-tayn]
[10]	Robert Bruce used a defensive position behind a marsh to defeat an invasion by Edward II in this 1314 tilt.
	ANSWER:	Bannockburn
[10]	Pyrrhus of Epirus’ elephants weren’t enough to defeat Dentatus’ well-trained legionnaires at this 275 BC 
battle in Sicily, four years after his famously costly victory at Asculum.
	ANSWER:	Beneventum



4	Not everything tastes like chicken. 10 points each.
[10]	This emperor of the Central African Republic is widely reputed to have dined on the flesh of his unwitting 
dinner “guests,” often potential political opponents.
	ANSWER:	Jean Bendel Bocassa [CFA!]
[10]	This former boxer and Ugandan dictator told a reporter he had tried human flesh now and then, but found 
it unappetizingly salty.
	ANSWER:	Idi Amin (Dada Oumee)
[10]	This term for a cooking style is derived from the grill used by cannibals in the Caribbean to roast their meals.
	ANSWER:	barbeque [from barbicot]
[Per Andy Wang, “it is better to suffer a thousand defeats than to be eaten by Idi Amin.”—Ed.]

5	 Name these European assassins, 10 points each.
[10]	This insurance broker killed British Prime Minister Spencer Perceval in the lobby of the House of Commons 
on May 11, 1812, in the only murder of an English PM.
	ANSWER:	John Bellingham
[10]	This monk offed Henry IV of Navarre in 1610.
	ANSWER:	François Ravaillac [RAH-vay-ak]
[10]	This man, who tried to assassinate Louis XV, was subjected to the rack, hot iron, was flayed, dragged by 
horses, salved in acid, and had his joints ripped out, before being drawn and quartered.  After death, his 
limbs were merely roasted on a spit.
	ANSWER:	Robert-François Damiens
[And his house was razed, his brothers and sisters ordered to change their last name, and his immediately family banished.—Ed.]

6	They can be ions or neutral molecules. 10 points each.
[10]	Name these entities bound to the central metal ion of a coordination compound, whose properties can be 
described by crystal field theory.
	ANSWER:	ligand
[10]	In this process, the d orbitals divide into a group of three and a group of two; the shape of the molecule 
determines which group has higher energy and which the lower energy.
	ANSWER:	(ligand or crystal) field splitting [accept equivalents]
[10]	Some complexes can have two different electronic configurations. Name either of the terms used to specify 
the configuration of such complexes.
	ANSWER:	low-spin or high-spin



7	Name these works by Edgar Degas [day-GAH], 10 points each.
[10]	While visiting his family in Louisiana, Degas was inspired to create this 1873 painting featuring his brother-in-law and father at work.
	ANSWER:	The Cotton Exchange in New Orleans or New Orleans Cotton Office [accept variants] 
[10]	A melancholy couple is placed off-center at a dining establishment, where the observer notes the glass of 
green liquid next to the woman.
	ANSWER:	In a Café or Absinthe [or Dans un café or L’absinthe]
[10]	The only sculpture Degas exhibited while he was alive, his model was Marie van Goethen.
	ANSWER:	The Little Dancer: Age 14 (Petite danseuse de 14 ans) [accept equivalents]

8	Answer these related questions, 10 points each.
[10]	A song by the Eagles says you can check out any time you like, but what place can you never leave?
	ANSWER:	“Hotel California”
[10]	Guillot and the Chevalier des Grieux gamble at what location in Jules Massenet’s Manon?
	ANSWER:	Hotel Transylvania
[10]	Pat Scully owns the “Palace,” the setting for a fight between Pat’s son Johnnie and a Swede in what short 
story by Stephen Crane?
	ANSWER:	“Blue Hotel”

9	Name these non-academic sociologists, 10 points each.
[10]	This 19th-century Brit who edited The Economist distinguished between the effective House of Commons 
and the less-than-useful House of Lords in his book English Constitution.
	ANSWER:	Walter Bagehot
[10]	In The House on Henry Street she advocated public health and nursing reforms.
	ANSWER:	Lillian D. Wald
[10]	OK, so we couldn’t think of a third. This Yale prof who advocated limited government is best known for 
writing the 1907 book Folkways.
	ANSWER:	William Graham Sumner

10	Given an Indian state, name the capital for 15 points. If you need an easier clue, you’ll get 10.
[15]	West Bengal
[10]	This port was the capital of British India and lies on the east bank of the Hooghly River.
	ANSWER:	Calcutta or Kalikata
[15]	Maharashtra
[10]	This large port on the Arabian Sea, the center of the cotton industry, is one of the most densely populated 
cities in the world.
	ANSWER:	Mumbai or Bombay



11	Answer these questions about Joseph Conrad’s Heart of Darkness, 10 points each.
[10]	Who is the narrator, who appears in other Conrad works?
	ANSWER:	Marlow
[10]	Marlow tells his story while floating on which river?
	ANSWER:	Thames
[10]	Marlow was sent to find Kurtz, a manager of an inner station in which African colony?
	ANSWER:	Belgian Congo [prompt on “Congo”]
 
12	Name these characters from Romeo and Juliet.
[5]	This witty punster friend of Romeo is killed in a swordfight with Tybalt. He dies cursing all the Montagues 
and Capulets.
	ANSWER:	Mercutio
[10]	As the play begins, Romeo is infatuated with this maiden. She doesn’t appear in the play, though we hear 
she’s pretty hot stuff.
	ANSWER:	Rosaline
[15]	Likewise, as the play begins, two Capulet servants fight with a Montague servant. Name those three 
servants, in any order, 5 points each.
	ANSWER:	Sampson, Gregory, and Abraham
 
13	Name these chemicals in the news, 10 points each.
[10]	Though it will be phased out by developed nations by 2005, a March 2004 symposium in Montréal will 
feature debate on this fumigating pesticide believed to deplete the ozone layer.
	ANSWER:	methyl bromide or bromomethane
[10]	The Senate scuttled a proposed energy bill that would have shielded producers of this gasoline additive from 
paying part of an estimated $30 billion in clean-up costs.
	ANSWER:	MTBE or methyl t-butyl ether or methyl tert(iary) butyl ether
[10]	This controversial designer steroid was the source of conflict between Major League Baseball and the World 
Anti-Doping Association.
	ANSWER:	THG or tetrahydrogestrinone

14	Name these works by Mark Twain, 10 points each.
[10]	On leaving the title town, a former gambler leaves a sack of gold coins worth $40,000 to the man who gave 
him $20.
	ANSWER:	“The Man That Corrupted Hadleyburg”
[10]	Twain’s 1892 The American Claimant, about the foibles of Colonel Sanders, is a sequel to this earlier novel.
	ANSWER:	The Gilded Age
[10]	In this story written in opposition to America’s involvement in the Spanish-American War, an aged stranger 
asks God to “help us to tear their soldiers to bloody shreds with our shells.”
	ANSWER:	“The War Prayer”

15	Name these terms from labor law, 10 points each.
[10]	Court orders frequently result in these deductions from a worker’s salary to directly pay a creditor, or to 
provide delinquent child support.
	ANSWER:	garnishment [accept word forms]
[10]	Usually triggered by on-the-job incidents, these are spontaneously-organized, short-term strikes.
	ANSWER:	wildcat strikes
[10]	Referring to an eponymous 1974 Supreme Court case, this is the right of an employee to union 
representation at a hearing convened by an employer for disciplinary sanctions.
	ANSWER:	Weingarten right

16	Name these poems from quotes for 15, or for 10 if you need the author.
[15]	“Behold, whiles she before the altar stands,/Hearing the holy priest that to her speak[s],/And blesseth her 
with his two happy hands,/How the red roses flush up in her cheek[s].” 
[10]	Edmund Spenser
	ANSWER:	“Epithalamion” 
[15]	“From hence, ye beauties, undeceiv'd,/Know, one false step is ne'er retriev'd,/And be with caution 
bold./Not all that tempts your wandering eyes/And heedless hearts, is lawful prize;/Nor all, that glisters, 
gold.”
[10]	Thomas Gray
	ANSWER:	“Ode on the Death of a Favourite Cat”

17	Given the actresses in a TV ad, name the brand being shilled, 10 points each.
[10]	Madonna wasn’t plugging her children’s book when she decided to duet with Missy Elliot.
	ANSWER:	Gap jeans [accept The Gap]
[10]	Kitana Baker and Tonya Ballinger made an appearance at Wrestlemania 19. Alas, they didn’t re-enact the 
catfight-in-a-fountain scene from their ad for this product.
	ANSWER:	Miller Light beer [prompt on “Miller”]
[10]	Li’l Kim and Fran Drescher hawking clothes . . . why?
	ANSWER:	Old Navy

18	Name these terms related to trees, 10 points each.
[10]	This layer of cells lies between the xylem and phloem; eventually it creates the rings of a tree.
	ANSWER:	(vascular) cambium
[10]	The uppermost branches of a tree, it can be classified as dominant, codominant, intermediate, overtopped, 
or suppressed.
	ANSWER:	crown
[10]	The second-most abundant polymer in wood, after cellulose, this polymer is concentrated inc ell walls, and 
must be removed when manufacturing paper.
	ANSWER:	lignin(s)

19	Name these instruments used in folk music, 10 points each.
[10]	A small Italian lute featured in a serenade in Don Giovanni, Martin and Gibsons are the best-known 
producers of these flat-backed instruments.
	ANSWER:	mandolin(s)
[10]	This instrument is played by placing it in front of the musician’s mouth and blowing across it while wagging 
a tongue on its frame.
	ANSWER:	Jew’s harp or jaws harp
[10]	This hexagonal accordion-like reed instrument produces different tones when the bellows is pushed and 
pulled.
	ANSWER:	concertina

20	Know something about the Know-Nothings? 10 points each.
[10]	In 1856 the Know-Nothings publicly supported this former President as their candidate.
	ANSWER:	Millard Fillmore
[10]	Fillmore won 22% of the popular vote, but only received the eight electoral votes from this state.
	ANSWER:	Maryland
[10]	The Know-Nothings wanted to increase the waiting period for immigrants, from five years to this number 
of years. You’ll receive 5 points if within one.
	ANSWER:	21 years [5 for 20 or 22]

21	Given the movie, name the primary villain, who made AFI’s list of the top 50 movie villains, 10 points each.
[10]	#6 on the list was this character in It’s  a Wonderful Life.	
	ANSWER:	Mr. Potter [do not accept “Harry Potter”]
[10]	The Exorcist, she was #9 on the list.
	ANSWER:	Regan MacNeil
[10]	The Third Man, he finished #37.
	ANSWER:	Harry Lime [accept either]

22	Scientists and psychologists seem to like experiments that put animals in boxes. 10 points each.
[10]	Thankfully, this experiment, in which the title animal is placed in a box with a cyanide capsule, a source of 
radiation, and a Geiger counter, was only a thought experiment.
	ANSWER:	Schrödinger’s cat [Of course, if they wanted to do it with, say, John Tesh. . . . —Ed.]
[10]	Rats and pigeons were placed in this eponymous box to develop the free operant procedure of 
behavioralism studies.
	ANSWER:	Skinner box
[10]	This psychologist developed his law of effects after observing the learning behaviors of cats trying to escape 
his puzzle box for a piece of fish.
	ANSWER:	Edward L(ee) Thorndike

